COMMUNITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Date: Monday, November 14, 2022
Time: 3:30 PM
Place of Meeting: Longview Elementary Library

Council Members Present:
Adam Hock
Jessica Benson
Becky Te’o
Becky Powell
Jennifer Clark
Sara Vorwaller
Emily Stock

Council Members Absent:
Jessica Morgan
Jameson Holman

AGENDA ITEMS:
1) APPROVAL OF OCTOBER MINUTES
   Jennifer Clark, Becky P. second

2) AGENDA ITEM #2: REVIEW SCHOOL SUCCESS PLAN
   MOY testing to be completed before Xmas break, (reviewing BOY data today.)

CURRENT DATA:

- Of almost 40 kindergarten students in all, 33 are within target range, very encouraging!
- 7 are struggling and therefore currently receive and will continue to receive extra support and interventions as part of the strategic effort to shift students into next level.
- Challenge for LGV is new/incoming students. The academic background of each incoming student plays a significant part in how data reads. Murray in general, and specifically the neighborhoods surrounding LGV are in flux and changing. Murray is more affordable now as evidenced by shifting demographics. Where older generations once had a foothold, those
residents are gradually moving out and being replaced by new, young and growing families. New residents = new students, thus enrollment is anticipated to grow in coming years.

- Looking at the data, “RED” is mostly comprised of new incoming students, (with some impact a result of covid disruption.)
- Results from returning students landed mostly “BLUE”, illustrating minimal “summer slide,” and overall, very encouraging.
- About 1/3 off students are designated for extra support/ interventions.

Math data is trickier to evaluate due to EOY-set benchmarks serving as framework. Seems to be serving teachers well because they can create targeted math groups for more effective interventions, and it helps in customizing student learning plans.

60-70 multi-lingual learners at LGV, only 4-5 are without any English ability. Question raised as to potential need for hiring an ELL-specific para, deemed unnecessary at this time. Mention of both Google translate and Propio for in-class use with multi-lingual learners.

3) AGENDA ITEM #3: REVIEW SCHOOL SAFETY PLAN

Overview of safety plan, contact info, calling tree.

Training was completed during orientation/first weeks of school. Waiting on DO for annual evacuation drill requirements (reunification drill.) Changes made to plan include use of fire alarm.

GOAL: Students accounted for, communication to parents and internal communication smooth and seamless.

- Overview of reunification process.
- New walkie-talkie system, closed-circuit so now we have privatized comms.
- If we need to do reunification drill, feedback from parents would be essential and should be collected prior to start of school year.
- Parents may have to wait moments longer for the greater good of keeping kids safe.
- Parents must have proper identification in order to pick up students.
- Last drill was great learning opportunity

Challenge is keeping ASPIRE updated accurately by parents.
NO MEETING FOR DECEMBER, NEXT MEETING is January 9th, 2023 at 3:30pm.